Experiments with low-energy antiprotons are currently performed at the Antiproton Decelerator of CERN. The main experiments deal with the spectroscopy of antiprotonic helium, an exotic three-body system, and the formation and spectroscopy of antihydrogen. A next generation facility FLAIR (Facility for Low-energy Antiproton Rsearch) is planned at the FAIR facility, generating a factor 100 higher flux of stopped antiprotons and also offering continuous antiprotons beam, which will enable nuclear and particle physics type experiments.
Introduction
The physics with low-energy antiprotons currently concentrates on precision spectroscopy of antiprotonic atoms and antihydrogen. The reason for that is given by the characteristics of the only low-energy antiproton beam available currently at the Antiproton decelerator (AD) of CERN. The AD [1, 2] produces pulses of 3-5×10 7 antiprotons of 5.3 MeV kinetic energy every 90-120 second, which makes the beam only usable to be trapped in Penning traps or stopped in low-density gas targets. Two collaborations working at the AD, ATRAP [3] and ALPHA [4] , have as goal to produce antihydrogen, the most simplest atom consisting only of antimatter, from its charged constituents by trapping antiprotons and positrons in Pennning traps, to trap the resulting antihydrogen in a neutral-atom trap and to perform 1S-2S laser spectroscopy. This transition is known in hydrogen to a precision of ∼ 10 −14 [5] , and a measurement in antihydrogen thus offers one of the best tests of CPT symmetry. The ASACUSA collaboration [6] proposed to measure the second best known quantity in hydrogen, the ground-state hyperfine splitting (∆f /f ∼ 10 −12 [7] ), in an atomic beam setup with H [8] .
In addition to the planned antihydrogen experiment, ASACUSA is pursuing the precision laser and microwave spectroscopy of antiprotonic helium, an exotic atomic system containing an antiproton. The experiment has led (under the assumption of CPT non-conservation) to the most precise determination of the antiproton mass and charge as well as its magnetic moment.
To overcome the limitations of the AD both in intensity and in the lack of fast extraction, i. e. continuous beam, a new facility FLAIR is planned at the FAIR facility in Darmstadt, Germany. Here both the currently ongoing experiments at the AD as well as new experiments could be performed.
This talk gives an overview on the current an planned activities with low-energy antiprotons at the AD and FLAIR.
Precision spectroscopy of antiprotonic helium
Antiprotonic helium (pHe + ) is an exotic three-body system consisting of an antiproton, a helium nuceleus, and an electron. It comprises a series of metastable states with microsecond life times (cf. Fig. 1 ). Initially discovered at KEK in 1991 [9] , it has been studied extensively at LEAR [10] and later at the AD [11] . 
Level diagram of antiprotonic helium. The solid lines correspond to meatastable states, the wavy ones to short-lived ones. Each of the levels in the left hand side is, in the case of antiprotonic 4 He, split into a quadruplet due to the magnetic interaction of its constituents. [12] [13] [14] . As shown in Fig. 2 right, one major increase of precision was possible by using an Radio Frequency Quadrupole Decelerator (RFQD) [15] to decelerate antiprotons from 5.3 MeV to about 100 keV, making it possible to stop antiprotons in a dilute gas and thus completely getting rid of systematic errors due to pressure shifts. The last improvement came through the development of a new pulse-amplified cw laser system [14] . By comparing the laser spectroscopy data to precise three-body QED calculations [16, 17] , limits on the relative difference of the proton and antiproton mass M and charge Q can be obtained.
Laser spectroscopy and the antiproton mass
The currently most accurate value [14] is
which is one of the most precise tests of CPT symmetry in the baryon sector.
Microwave spectroscopy and the antiproton magnetic moment
The hyperfine structure (HFS) of pHe + as depicted in Fig. 1 can be used to determine the magnetic moment µ p of the antiproton. The HFS is unique because it is generated by three magnetic moments: the ones related to the electron spin S e , the orbital angular moment of the antiproton L p , and the p spin S p . Because of the large angular momentum of the p in metastable states (L p ∼ 35), the largest splitting is caused by the interaction of the electron spin with the antiproton angular momentum, L p · S e , causing a hyperfine structure. The interaction of the antiproton spin magnetic moment µ p with the other moments causes a second, about a factor 100 smaller splitting called super-hyperfine splitting.
Within ASACUSA we devised a laser-microwave-laser resonance method [18] to measure the two transitions ν [21] ). The open and closed triangles represent theoretical values (Korobov 01: [22] , Korobov 09: [20] ). The errors of theory contain both the numerical uncertainty and estimated higher order corrections.
In order to learn about the magnetic moment of the antiproton, the most sensitive quantity is the difference ∆ν = ν 
slightly better than the previous value of PDG [23] . Fig. 4 provides a comparison of our new value with older ones, showing good agreement with the value for the proton. 
Antihydrogen
The fascination of antihydrogen lies in the fact that it is the simplest form of pure antimatter (a bound state of an antiproton and a positron). It was the big media echo after the discovery of the first 9 antihydrogen atoms at LEAR in 1996 [27] that made the construction of the AD possible. CPT symmetry predicts that all properties including the optical spectra of antihydrogen are identical to those of hydrogen (cf. Fig. 5 ). Among the best-known quantities of hydrogen are the 1S-2S two-photon transition and the ground-state hyperfine structure (GS-HFS), both known to very high precision. A direct effect of QED is the Lamb shift, but its use for high-precision comparison is limited due to the large level width caused by the short life time of the 2P state. Fig. 6 shows the three quantities on an absolute scale, with their experimental errors and their sensitivities to properties of the antiproton and the positron. Obviously ν 1S−2S and ν HFS test different interactions (1S-2S: electric, HFS: magnetic interactions) and have a very different impact on the knowledge of the CPT properties of the constituents. Also the precision of QED theory is shown, which is limited by a hadronic correction: the experimentally not well known proton radius. If the experimental accuracy exceeds the limit of theory, also information on the equality of the internal structure of proton and antiproton can be obtained.
The two collaborations ATRAP and ALPHA (the successor of ATHENA), are pursuing the goal to measure ν 1S−2S of antihydrogen to highest precision (Fig. 7 left) . Both published the first production of cold antihdrogen in 2002 [29, 30] employing the same method of nested Penning traps 2466061413187084 (36) 1057845 (9) 1420405751768 (1) : [5] , ν 2S−2P : [28] , ν HFS : [7] . The relative accuracies of properties of the positron and antiproton are taken from PDG [23] .
described in more detail in [31] . The goal here is to make antihydrogen cool enough to be trapped in neutral atom trap [31] . Both collaborations have built Ioffe-Pritchard type neutral atom traps on top of the Penning traps needed for the charged constituents of antihdrogen and succeeded in forming antihydrogen in such configurations [32] [33] [34] , but no trapping of neutral antihydrogen atoms has been reported so far, showing the long-term nature of such fundamental physics projects.
A new experiment AEgIS [35] has been approved recently that aims at a first measurement ever of the gravitational acceleration of antimatter. Within ASACUSA, we are planning to measure ν HFS of antihydrogen using an atomic beam method [8] (cf. Fig. 7 right) as was done in the early days of hydrogen. This method has the advantage, that no trapping is needed and that antihydrogen atoms with temperatures of 100 K can be used. Simulation show that with about 100 H/s in the ground state, a relative precision of 10 −7 can be reached [36] . In order to provide H suitible for the atomic beam line, ASACUSA develops two new methods of antihydrogen formation:
1. a cusp trap [37] , which is a magnetic bottle like structure known to also be able to trap neutral atoms. The cusp trap is currently running at AD and has achieved trapping of antiprotons and protons. Antihydrogen formation has been attempted for the first time this year, but no result is available yet. Due to the strongly inhomogenous magnetic field of the cusp trap, the antihydrogen atoms will be polarized when leaving the formation region and therefore the first sextupole can be emitted (cf. Fig. 7 right) . A superconducting sextupole will be delivered early next year and a spin-flip cavity is currently under design at CERN [36] , so that first experiments can start even next year.
2. A Paul trap [8] is under development at CERN and MPQ Munich. This trap has the advantage that it can produce H in a very small volume of ∼ 1 mm 3 , thus being a point source for very efficient transport through the beam line.
The FLAIR facility
To overcome the limitations of the AD at CERN a next generation low-energy antiproton facility was proposed with the name of FLAIR [38] -Facility for Low-energy Antiproton and Ion Research -for the planned FAIR facility [39] at Darmstadt, Germany. As spelled out in the FLAIR Letter of Intent [40] , the new facility should have antiproton beams at 100 times lower energy than the AD using two storage rings, the LSR going to 300 keV and the USR, going to 20 keV (cf. Fig. 8 ). Both rings should have electron cooling and provide both slow and fast extracted beams. For LSR, the FLAIR collaboration chose the existing CRYRING [41] of Manne Siegbahn Laboratory, Stockholm, Sweden, which fulfills all requirements and will be contributed by the Swedish government as an in-kind contribution to FAIR. The USR [42] is an electrostatic storage ring that is currently under development at GSI, Germany and Cockcroft Institute, UK. The physics program of FLAIR covers currently the following topics [43] • Precision spectroscopy for tests of CPT and QED.
The experiments with antihydrogen, judging from the current speed of progress and the typical time scales for hiph precision fundamental experiments, will take more than one decade to complete. FLAIR would surely speed up the advance by providing a higher rate of stopped antiprotons. Especially experiments using laser-cooled antiprotons for spectroscopy and for gravitational measurements [44] will take a long time to accomplish.
• Atomic collisions. The USR with an internal target and a reaction microscope is an ideal tool to study atomic collision processes at extremely low energies. Antiproton beams offer shorter pulses that any laser can deliver at the moment to study sub-femtosecond correlated dynamics in atoms.
• Antiprotons as hadronic probes. The slow extracted beams of FLAIR would make nuclear and particle physics type experiments possible. This includes the X-rays spectroscopy of light antiprotonic atoms to study the nucleon-antinucleon interactions as well as X-rays measurements of heavy nuclei to study neutron halo effects. An especially interesting possibility will be the extension of these measurements to unstable nuclei which is proposed in the Exo+pbar experiment. A new idea is to study double-strangeness production in antiproton annihilation [45] to verify data of OBELIX indicating a unexpectedly high production rate at LEAR and to investigate the possible formation of anikaon nuclear bound states with two K − .
• Medical applications. In addition to protons and carbon ions currently used for cancer therapy with ion beams, antiprotons offer the additional deposit of energy released from the annihilation process. An experiment at CERN-AD, ACE, is currently investigating this possibility [46] .
Summary
Currently low-energy antiprotons provide some of the most precise tests of CPT symmetry and three-body QED calculations. Antihydrogen experiments are likely to provide the best tests of CPT symmetry and first measurements of the gravitational interaction of antimatter. FLAIR would improve the conditions for theses experiments and allow to perform others, especially hadron physics related ones, not possible at the moment. The recent developments of FAIR have led to a constellation where FLAIR is not in the start phase but would be added at a later stage. For the low-energy physics community it is essential that the AD at CERN will remain operational in the mean time. Efforts are under way to install an additional ring called ELENA at the AD [2] to make an intermediate step towards FLAIR, providing higher intensities of stopped antiprotons and allowing to gain experience with accelerator and experimental methods in the ultra-low energy regime.
